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Government condemns deliberate frontier delays 
 
The Government condemns the excessive, deliberate and disproportionate delays at the 
frontier which have been engineered by the Spanish authorities. 
 
It is disgraceful that EU nationals have been made to wait for nearly six hours to cross the 
border from Gibraltar into Spain. The Spanish Customs authorities have disregarded the 
operation of a red and green channel and have stopped and searched practically every 
vehicle entering Spain. 
 
The Spanish Government has inflicted these unnecessary delays on the elderly, children and 
the infirm in up to 30 degrees of heat. This torture has resulted in an ambulance being 
deployed to treat people with medical conditions. On Friday, for instance, a Spanish man had 
to be taken to hospital with chest pains. 
 
The lengthy delays have affected thousands of people who come in to Gibraltar to work every 
day many of them Spanish. They have affected countless tourists to Gibraltar of different 
nationalities and also Gibraltarians on their way to Spain. 
 
The Government has organised the distribution of bottled water to persons in the queue and 
a water bowser from Aquagib has been doing the rounds. 
 
The Spanish Government have once again flouted the common acceptable standards of 
international behaviour. They have shown a callous disregard for the suffering they have 
inflicted to people waiting for hours on end to cross into Spain. The action taken by Madrid is 
illegal and runs against the spirit and the principles on which the European Union is based. 
 
The irony is that most of the victims are Spanish nationals in Spanish registered vehicles. 
 
On Sunday, the Spanish authorities have also started creating deliberate hold-ups to traffic 
exiting Spain and entering Gibraltar. 
 
 



Deliberate delays of this kind were first engineered under the fascist dictatorship of General 
Franco in the 1960s. It is incredible that a Spanish Government that calls itself a democracy 
should use identical heavy-handed tactics over forty years later. 

 


